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ABSTRACT
We present a photometric J-band variability study of GU Psc b, a T3.5 co-moving planetary-mass
companion (9–13 MJup) to a young (∼ 150 Myr) M3 member of the AB Doradus Moving Group. The
large separation between GU Psc b and its host star (42′′) provides a rare opportunity to study
the photometric variability of a planetary-mass companion. The study presented here is based on
observations obtained from 2013 to 2014 over three nights with durations of 5–6 hr each with the
WIRCam imager at Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. Photometric variability with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 4 ± 1% at a timescale of ∼ 6 hr was marginally detected on 2014 October 11. No high-
significance variability was detected on 2013 December 22 and 2014 October 10. The amplitude and
timescale of the variability seen here, as well as its evolving nature, is comparable to what was observed
for a variety of field T dwarfs and suggests that mechanisms invoked to explain brown dwarf variability
may be applicable to low-gravity objects such as GU Psc b. Rotation-induced photometric variability
due to the formation and dissipation of atmospheric features such as clouds is a plausible hypothesis for
the tentative variation detected here. Additional photometric measurements, particularly on longer
timescales, will be required to confirm and characterize the variability of GU Psc b, determine its
periodicity and to potentially measure its rotation period.
Keywords: planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and satellites: gaseous planets – stars: indi-
vidual (GU Psc) – techniques: photometric
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of photometric variability is a unique and
powerful technique to explore the nature and dynamics
of exoplanet and brown dwarf atmospheres. Notably,
photometric variability is a common method to con-
strain the presence and evolution of clouds on an un-
resolved body, which can play a crucial role in shaping
the observed atmospheric spectra.
In the brown dwarf regime, the detection of pho-
tometric variability is common. It has been previ-
ously demonstrated in large-sample surveys (Girardin
et al. 2013; Radigan 2014; Radigan et al. 2014; Wil-
son et al. 2014; Metchev et al. 2015) that, as suggested
by atmosphere models (Showman & Kaspi 2013), a sig-
nificant fraction of field brown dwarfs display large-
amplitude photometric variations in the infrared, es-
pecially at the L/T transition. Notable examples in-
*Corresponding author: naud@astro.umontreal.ca
clude SIMP J013656.57+093347.3 (SIMP 0136 here-
after), a T2.5 isolated object1 that has been shown
to display a J-band variation up to 6% peak-to-peak
over a period of 2.4 hr (Artigau et al. 2009; Apai
et al. 2013; Metchev et al. 2013; Croll et al. 2016),
2MASS J21392676+0220226 (2MASS J2139 hereafter),
a T1.5 displaying a peak-to-peak variability as large
as 26% in J band over 7.7 hr (Radigan et al. 2012);
and WISE J104915.57-531906.1 (Luhman 16B), a T0.5
that shows a > 10% peak-to-peak amplitude variability
with a ∼ 5 hr period in the near-infrared (Gillon et al.
2013; Burgasser et al. 2014; Buenzli et al. 2015). The
cooler T6.5 2MASS J22282889431026 (2M 2228 here-
after; Buenzli et al. 2012) shows rapid variability (period
1.4 hr) in the near- and mid-infrared bands with peak-to-
1 This object, initially thought to be a field brown dwarf, was
recently shown to be a likely member of the ∼ 200 Myr old Carina-
Near association, and is thus in all likelihood below the planetary-
mass threshold of ∼ 13 MJup(Gagne´ et al. 2017).
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2peak amplitudes ranging from 1.45% to 5.3%. Recently,
the Y0 dwarf WISE J140518.39+553421.3 was found to
be variable at the 7% level (peak-to-peak) on a 8.5 hr
period, in the Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
[3.6] and [4.5] bands (Cushing et al. 2016).
The most common explanation for the observed short-
term variability of brown dwarfs is the presence of a
non-uniform cloud cover in the atmosphere (Apai et al.
2013). Doppler imaging allowed us to obtain a two-
dimensional map of Luhman 16B, the nearest known
brown dwarf (∼ 2 pc). It exhibits large-scale bright and
dark regions that evolve with time and that naturally
explain the observed photometric variability (Crossfield
et al. 2014). Fluctuations in the temperature of the at-
mosphere could provide an alternative explanation for
objects outside of the L/T transition (Robinson & Mar-
ley 2014). Variability of 2M 2228 could be explained
by a combination of patchy sulfide clouds and hot spots
(Morley et al. 2014; Robinson & Marley 2014). Regard-
less of the underlying physical mechanism, variability
is in all cases primarily produced by modulation due
to rotation, which brings regions with different physical
properties in and out of sight.
Variability in T dwarfs was also detected on longer
timescales of days to months for most isolated objects
studied over such long periods. SIMP 0136 is an ex-
treme example with a peak-to-peak amplitude varying
between less than 1% to more than 6% over the 6 years
it was studied (Artigau et al. 2009; Apai et al. 2013;
Metchev et al. 2013; Croll et al. 2016). The evolution
of variability is thought to be due to large-scale evolu-
tion of weather patterns on the surface. In our solar
system, simultaneous disk-integrated and resolved pho-
tometric studies of the ice giant Neptune suggested that
the short- and long-term evolution of cloud structures
on the surface of planets generate variations in the pho-
tometric light curves on timescales of hours to months
(Simon et al. 2016).
Future instruments on ground-based 30 m class tele-
scopes and JWST will allow more in-depth photometric
variability studies of directly imaged exoplanets (Kos-
tov & Apai 2012). However, variability studies are cur-
rently very challenging to perform on the majority of
known giant exoplanets because of the proximity to their
host star (e.g., see observations of HR 8799 by Apai
et al. 2016). The detection of a photometric modulation
in 2MASS J12073346-3932539 b (hereafter 2M 1207 b;
Zhou et al. 2016) illustrates that a reliable detection of
the rotation-induced modulation can, however, be ob-
tained, at least for the most favorable geometries.
The discovery of free-floating planetary-mass objects
allows extending photometric variability studies into the
low-gravity regime. In their Spitzer program studying
44 L3–T8 brown dwarfs, Metchev et al. (2015) iden-
tified a tentative correlation between low-gravity ob-
jects and large-amplitude variability. Biller et al. (2015)
found the first evidence for variability for a low-gravity
object, PSO J318.5-22, a late-L planetary-mass object
and member of the very young β Pictoris moving group
(∼ 20 Myr). They found the planetary-mass object to
be variable with a large amplitude of 7%–10% peak-
to peak in JS band, at two different epochs. Another
low-gravity dwarf, the L6 WISEP J004701.06+680352.1
(W0047 hereafter), was also found to be variable with
a very large amplitude in the near-infrared (8% peak-
to-peak; Lew et al. 2016). These low-gravity L dwarfs
display larger amplitude variability than most variable
field L-type brown dwarfs, suggesting that in agreement
with Metchev et al. (2015), young, dusty L planetary-
mass objects could be more variable than their older
counterparts of similar colors. The recent finding that
the highly variable SIMP 0136 is in all likelihood also
young (given its probable membership to the 200 Myr
association Carina-Near; Gagne´ et al. 2017), could sug-
gest that this hypothesis extends for early T dwarfs.
This thus calls for further observations of these young
objects.
GU Psc b is a T3.5± 1 planetary-mass companion at a
separation of 42′′ (2000 au at 48 pc) from the young M3
star GU Psc, a member of the young (∼ 150 Myr; Bell
et al. 2015) AB Doradus moving group (ABDMG). This
very wide companion was identified from its distinctively
red i′−z′ > 3.5 color from the PSYM-WIDE survey car-
ried out on Gemini-South/GMOS (Naud et al. 2017) and
confirmed to be co-moving with multi-epoch WIRCam
J-band astrometry (Naud et al. 2014). Given its esti-
mated Teff∼ 1050 K and the young age inferred from its
membership to ABDMG, its estimated mass is at the
high-end of the planetary-mass regime (9–13 MJup).
GU Psc b has a similar mass to closer-in giant exo-
planets revealed by high-contrast imaging and isolated
planetary-mass objects. Besides, it shares similar spec-
tral features to much older and massive field brown
dwarfs at the L/T transition. Its study allows us to
investigate for connections between these two types of
objects. As it is one of a few dozen exoplanets that have
been directly imaged and one rare case among those
that were detected without the aid of adaptive optics,
GU Psc b presents an opportunity to study the light
curve of an exoplanet similarly to what was done for
older early T dwarfs with current instruments.
Previous observations presented by Naud et al. (2014)
showed no J-band variability above 150 mmag (at a 3σ
confidence level) over 3 epochs spanning 11 months.
This paper presents the first dedicated monitoring of
the broadband photometric variability of GU Psc b. In
§2, observations obtained at the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT) in 2013–2014 are described. The
3light curves obtained are presented in §3. In §4, the
analysis of these light curves is detailed. Finally, the
importance of this result in light of other recent vari-
ability studies is discussed in §5, and future observations
that could reveal additional insights on the atmospheric
dynamics of planetary-mass objects are suggested.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Observations of GU Psc b were obtained through Di-
rector’s discretionary time at the CFHT2 with the near-
infrared camera WIRCam (Puget et al. 2004). Since
rotation periods for young low-mass companions are
still largely unknown, the longest continuous observa-
tion span that could be secured continuously on CFHT
was requested. Three 5–6 hr J-band observing periods
on three different nights were obtained: on 2013 De-
cember 22, and on 2014 October 10 and 2014 October
11 (see Table 1). Long exposure times (50 s in 2013 De-
cember and 60 s in 2014 October) were used in order
to achieve the best possible signal-to-noise for this faint
target (JMKO = 18.12, Naud et al. 2014).
WIRCam is equipped with four 2048×2048 pixels
HAWAII 2RG detectors (pixel scale of 0.′′307/pixel)
spanning a field of view of 20′×20′. The target was kept
approximately at the same position in an area clean of
cosmetic defects in the northwest detector for the com-
plete duration of a given observation epoch, using the
WIRCam staring mode (Devost et al. 2010). WIRCam
was purposely slightly defocused relative to the best
focus position of the primary mirror, just enough to
stabilize the PSF in the event of changing seeing con-
ditions while keeping the PSF Gaussian and ensur-
ing that the flux remained significantly above the sky
level. The dialed defocus was 0.20 mm and never drifted
more than 0.05 mm from the telescope model position,
which ensured that the PSF had a minimum FWHM of
2.2 ± 0.5 pixels. Appropriate master twilight flats and
darks were obtained in the standard CFHT calibration
sequences. In 2013 December, sky observations were ob-
tained but they did not allow us to improve the quality
of the results and were thus not used. No further sky
observations were obtained in 2014 October.
The IDL Interpretor of WIRCam Images (I’iwi
v2.1.2003) was used for preprocessing of the raw data
including dark subtraction, flat fielding with twilight
flat, bad pixel mapping and nonlinearity correction.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Raw Light Curves
2 Run IDs 13BD91 and 14BD88.
3 See http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Imaging/
WIRCam/IiwiVersion1Doc.html
Table 1. Observation Log
Date Time Start texp Total Duration
(UTC) (s) (hr)
2013 Dec 22 04:41:22 50.0 5
2014 Oct 10 8:40:37 60.0 6
2014 Oct 11 7:07:20 60.0 6
IDL procedures were used to perform aperture pho-
tometry on the target for each individual exposure. The
same operation was performed on 40 stars identified in
the field, located close to the target on the same detec-
tor and with a brightness between 0.1 and 10 times that
of the target (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Deep image of the field observed in J band with
WIRCam (stack of the 6 hr 2014 October 11 epoch). The
field shown is the northwest detector of WIRCam (#77) and
is 10′ on a side. GU Psc b and the 40 stars considered in
the analysis are circled. Among these stars were selected
14 reference stars, high SNR stars that are in the 2MASS
catalog, which were used to correct the light curves. They are
the same for the three observation runs. They are identified
in cyan and numbered 1–14. Seven comparison stars, with a
brightness similar to GU Psc b, used to validate the results,
are circled in yellow and numbered i to vii.
The position and FWHM of all stars at each time
step were first determined using the IDL procedure
MPFIT2DPEAK, which adjusts a 2D Gaussian profile at
the approximate position identified manually. The IDL
procedure APER was then used to do aperture photome-
try and extract the raw light curves. An aperture fixed
in size (rather than a multiple of the changing FWHM)
4located at the median position was adopted all along
the observations of a given epoch. This aperture proved
to generate the most stable light curves, even though
the precise position of the stars and the FWHM of their
PSF varied during the observation (see Figure 2 for 2011
October 11, and Figures 10 in the Appendix for 2013
December 22 and 2014 October 10).
Apertures of various sizes ranging from a radius of 1
to 8 pixels were tested. An aperture of 3 pixels was se-
lected. This aperture is small enough to minimize the
Poisson noise for our faint target (sky-background dom-
inated) but large enough to avoid systematic errors due
to the loss of flux caused by slight displacements of the
star and variations in the seeing at a given epoch and
across the field. Annuli with inner and outer sky radii
of 4.5 and 9 pixels were used to measure the sky contri-
bution. The measured flux was converted to a relative
flux by dividing the entire light curve of every star by its
median. The raw light curve generated for GU Psc b on
2014 October 11 is shown in Figure 3. The raw curves
for the two other nights are shown in Figure 11 of the
Appendix. Among the 40 stars initially identified for
which a raw light curve was extracted (all stars circled
in Figure 1), seven stars with a brightness similar to that
of GU Psc b (85%–130% of the flux of the target, iden-
tified by yellow circles and roman numerals in Figure
1) were selected as comparison stars. Their median raw
light curve is also displayed in Figure 3. A set of 14 ref-
erence stars were also selected, consisting of bright stars
that have a high signal-to-noise ratio (larger than ∼ 60
per measurement), that are not obviously variable and
that are listed in the 2MASS catalog (identified by cyan
circles and arabic numerals in Figure 1). Their charac-
teristics are listed in Table 2 and their median raw light
curve is shown in Figure 3. The reference stars are used
to correct the raw light curves of GU Psc b and compar-
ison stars (see section 4 for more detail on the procedure
used to do so).
The variations of several external parameters such as
the position on the detector, seeing, airmass and temper-
ature were also monitored to study their possible effect
on the data (Figure 2). The variation of positions, which
were found to be similar for stars on the same detector
(Figure 2 shows the median of all stars), arises partly
from the WIRCam science acquisition sequence. At the
end of each observing sequence (about 1 hr), the posi-
tion of the pointing was adjusted. That can be seen, for
example on 2014 October 11 by the variation of the y
position every hour. The measured FWHM of the PSF
also varied during a given epoch due to the changing
seeing. The median FWHM of the PSF is 2.4 pixels
for the first night, 2.3 pixels for the second night, and
2.5 pixels for the third. On the first night, an impor-
tant degradation of the seeing can be seen ∼ 4.5 hr after
the beginning of the observations. Observations were
obtained at airmasses below 2.0.
4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Principal Component Analysis
A common procedure to eliminate instrumental noise
common to all observed stars is to divide the raw light
curves by a reference curve, which is usually built from
the mean or median of carefully selected reference stars
(Radigan et al. 2014). However, in the present case,
such a procedure leaves residual variability that is not
likely of astrophysical nature, as patterns can be recog-
nized in the “corrected” light curves of both GU Psc b
and comparison stars, and seem correlated with external
parameters.
A principal component analysis (PCA; Jolliffe 2002)
was used to efficiently eliminate this common instrumen-
tal noise. The raw light curves of the 14 reference stars
were used as inputs in the IDL function PCA, which com-
putes their covariance matrix and finds its eigenvectors
(or Principal Components; PC) and eigenvalues. Princi-
pal components, which are orthogonal by construction,
are ordered in decreasing contributions to the variance
of the sample set. A few PCs usually contribute to most
of the variance in the data, as was observed here, hence
those with less significance were ignored. A Scree plot
was used to determine how many PC to retain. This
plot displays eigenvalues in decreasing order, and only
the PCs that have a value in the steep decline, before a
plateau is reached, are kept. For the three nights, 3/14
PCs were used, which accounted for more than 98% of
the variance in all three cases. These PCs are displayed
in Figure 4 for the third epoch, and in the Appendix
(Figure 12) for the two other. It was verified that retain-
ing one more or one less PC does not affect the results
significantly.
Comparing the principal components to the variation
of external parameters (shown in Figure 2) can shed
light on what has the most effect on the observed com-
mon variability. The strongest effect is the variation of
the seeing. The first PC shows an anti-correlation of
>95% with the measured FWHM for the three epochs.
A few other external parameters have recognizable pat-
terns that can be found in the principal components.
The jumps that are seen approximately at 1 and 5 hr in
the ∆y curve of Figure 2 (2014 October 11) can be seen
in the second PC. Other varying parameters could have
an impact as well, but the effect of the smoothly varying
ones (sky level, airmass) are harder to disentangle.
4.2. Autocorrelation Analysis
The following procedure was applied to the reference
stars to evaluate the presence of correlated noise in the
light curves. An optimal reference light curve was built
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Figure 2. Variation of different external parameters during the 2014 October 11 epoch. The variation of the x and y positions
on the chip (median of all stars), FWHM, airmass, and sky level (ADU) are shown. Similar figures for the two other nights are
shown in the Appendix.
Table 2. Selected Reference Stars
2MASS IDa Distance R.A. Decl. 2MASS
Designation from Target (′) (deg) (deg) J Ks
J01123542+1708511 1 4.33 18.148 17.148 15.514 14.5490
J01122636+1702556 2 2.90 18.110 17.049 15.481 14.8010
J01122937+1701205 3 3.61 18.122 17.022 15.638 14.8110
J01124286+1702189 4 2.69 18.179 17.039 15.808 15.4340
J01123039+1709489 5 5.48 18.127 17.164 15.852 15.2760
J01121425+1707070 6 5.91 18.059 17.119 15.825 15.1590
J01124214+1707359 7 3.35 18.176 17.127 16.133 15.4240
J01123560+1703082 8 1.41 18.148 17.052 16.099 15.2590
J01123859+1702178 9 2.29 18.161 17.038 16.027 15.3530
J01122580+1705389 10 2.79 18.108 17.094 16.408 15.8430
J01122456+1701154 11 4.34 18.102 17.021 16.520 16.1250
J01124208+1702228 12 2.53 18.175 17.040 16.921 15.4570
J01124468+1706169 13 2.63 18.186 17.105 16.662 15.5090
J01122599+1703093 14 2.86 18.108 17.053 16.333 15.4090
Note aThe ID refers to Figure 1
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Figure 3. Bottom panel: raw normalized light curves for GU Psc b (top curve, in black), the median of comparison stars (middle
curve, in orange) and the median of all reference stars (bottom curve, in cyan), for 2014 October 11. GU Psc b and comparison
star median curves have been offset for clarity. Top panel: the same curves, overplotted over one another, GU Psc b is the black
curve, with dot symbols, the median of the reference stars is the thick dark cyan line, and the median of the comparison stars
is the thin orange pale line. The raw curves for the two other nights are shown in the Appendix.
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Figure 4. Most important principal components for 2014 October 11, obtained from the light curves of the 14 reference stars
(identified with arabic numbers in Figure 1). Similar figures for the two other nights are shown in the Appendix.
7for each of the 14 reference stars using the linear com-
bination of the three first principal components, which
minimizes the RMS of residuals in the corrected light
curve. In each case, the reference star in question was
excluded from the determination of the PC. Corrected
light curves were obtained by subtracting the optimal
reference light curve from the raw light curves. An au-
tocorrelation analysis was carried out on the residuals
of these corrected light curves. Figure 5 shows the auto-
correlation curves at all epochs for the median of the
14 stars. The analysis showed no evidence for noise
correlation on timescales longer than 30 minutes. For
timescales significantly longer than 30 minutes and vari-
ability amplitudes larger than the RMS of bright stars
(0.5% peak-to-peak), the noise can therefore be assumed
to be white.
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Figure 5. Result of the autocorrelation analysis that was
carried out. The reference star light-curve residuals are used,
after the removal of the instrumental noise with PCA anal-
ysis. The median of the autocorrelation curves of the 14
reference stars is shown for each epoch.
4.3. Correcting for Instrumental Noise and Variability
Modeling
Instrumental noise and astrophysical variability can
often be correlated. A joint model was used to simul-
taneously find the scale of the PCs (to remove instru-
mental noise) and find the best fit to a possible intrinsic
variability. This procedure allows us to avoid problems
caused by a correlation between the two. The model in
question is described by
mi = A cos
[
2pi
P
(ti + t0)
]
+
3∑
k=1
Bk ωik + C, (1)
where A is the amplitude of intrinsic variability, P
is the period, and t0 is the time offset. The three
principal components (noted ωik) are scaled by B.
Even if the light curves of many variable brown dwarfs
and planetary-mass companions are not sinusoidal, the
present model was selected as a simplistic choice to
search for stellar variability without overfitting the data.
The model is rewritten in the following linear form to
allow for a matrix inversion:
mi = AC cos
(
2pi
P
ti
)
+AS sin
(
2pi
P
ti
)
+
3∑
k=1
Bk ωik+C,
(2)
with A =
√
A2S +A
2
C and
t0 =
P
2pi
arccos
(
AC√
A2C +A
2
S
)
. (3)
The optimal parameters A, P , t0, B1, B2, B3 and C
are determined for periods ranging from ∼ 10 minutes
up to twice the total duration of the observation period
(12 hr), in step of 6 minutes. The resulting peak-to-peak
amplitude (2A) for each trial period are shown in Figure
6 for GU Psc b (solid blue line).
A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to evaluate
the detection limits: the data points were shuffled ran-
domly 10,000 times, and each new set of data was fitted
again, yielding an amplitude for each trial. The 68%,
95%, and 99.7% lines on Figure 6 for GU Psc b (dotted,
dashed, dash-dotted red lines) represent the amplitudes
below which 68%, 95%, and 99.7% of the simulations
are found.
A ∼ 4–5% peak-to-peak amplitude signal is de-
tected at a period of ∼ 6 hr from the analysis for the
third epoch. No significant variability is detected for
GU Psc b on the first two epochs. A similar analysis
for the comparison stars was also carried out. Five of
the seven stars show no variability at this level of signifi-
cance on the three epochs. Star v shows a > 3σ variation
on the same date, around a period of 4.7 hr and with a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 4%, and a ∼ 3σ variation on
2014 October 10, with a period and an amplitude that
are a bit smaller (3.9 hr, 2.7%). Star i shows a > 3σ
variation at the third epoch as well, with a period of
2.7 hr and a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2.5%.
4.4. Monte Carlo Markov Chain Analysis
A Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) analysis was
carried out on the GU Psc b 2014 October 11 light curve
to assess confidence in the detection of variability and
explore the parameter space and possible correlations
between them. The model shown in equation 1 was
used. Since the autocorrelation analysis showed no cor-
related noise, an uncorrelated Gaussian noise likelihood
function was adopted, given by
logL = −1
2
n log(2pi)−n log σ− 1
2
n∑
i=1
(
di −mi
σ
)2
, (4)
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Figure 6. Amplitude of the best-fit model for all periods tested on the light curve of GU Psc b (solid line), for the three epochs.
We use the unbinned data in the fit and simulation. The 68%, 95%, and 99.7% detection limits are also shown (dotted, dashed,
dash-dotted lines). No significant variability is detected (above the 99.7% limit) for the first and second nights. On the third
night, a 4–5% peak-to-peak amplitude is seen around 6 hr, just above the 99.7% limit.
9where n is the number of observations, di the photo-
metric measurements, and mi is the model as given by
Equation 1. An uncertainty σ, that is assumed constant
through the entire observation period, was left as a free
parameter in the model fits. The model has eight free
parameters: A, P , t0, B1, B2, B3, C and σ. Uniform
priors were adopted but restrictions were applied: A was
forced to be positive, P between 0 and 12 hr, t0 between
−10 and 20 hr, Bk, and C forced to be between −10 and
10 and σ was forced to be positive. The MCMC rou-
tine of Rowe et al. (2014) was adopted for the analysis.
It uses the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a hybrid
Gibbs and DE-MCMC sampler to efficiently handle cor-
related variables as described in Gregory (2010).
Three chains (sequences of ”states” that have a given
value for each parameter) with lengths of 50,000 were
generated. A visual examination of the chains showed
good mixture and the Gelman-Rubin convergence cri-
teria yielded Rc = 1.01 or lower for all fitted parame-
ters (a Rc < 1.1 is a good indicator that convergence
was reached; Gelman & Rubin 1992; Brooks & Gelman
1998). Figure 7 displays histograms of the chain values
for each parameter and scatter plots to unveil potential
correlations between various parameters for GU Psc b
on 2014 October 11. While it is apparent from Figure 7
that some parameters show some degree of correlation
(e.g. B2 and A), overall each parameter is characterized
by a well-defined, peaked distribution. This shows that
parameters are well bound given the light-curve model
adopted in our analysis. From this analysis, the vari-
ability of GU Psc b, as observed at this epoch, can be
described by a cosine with a peak-to-peak amplitude of
4±1% at a timescale of ∼ 6 hr. The MCMC calculations
show that the posterior distribution for the period has a
long tail toward large values, with larger periods becom-
ing increasingly unlikely. At periods much longer than
the span of observations, the cosine becomes increas-
ingly degenerate with a straight line. The upper limit
was increased from 12 to 20 hr and that did not change
the 1σ uncertainties. However, it does demonstrate that
it is not possible from the current observations to deter-
mine the true periodicity of the variability of GU Psc b.
The mode and 1σ (68.27%) confidence intervals for all
model parameters are reported in Table 3. This result
is compatible to what was obtained in subsection 4.3.
The MCMC routine was repeated for the two other
epochs and each of the seven comparison stars for all
epochs. Median values of peak-to-peak amplitudes (2A)
ranges from 1% to 4%, where that of GU Psc b at the
third epoch is the largest.
Figure 8 shows, for GU Psc b and all comparison stars,
the raw light curves that have been corrected using the
linear combination of the PCs with the median Bk co-
efficients from the MCMC analysis. Random states of
Table 3. Model Parameters for GU Psc b on 2014 October
11 from MCMC analysis
Parameter Median +1σ -1σ
2A (%) 4 +1 -1
P (hours) 5.9 +0.7 -0.7
t0 (hours) 4.1 +0.4 -0.2
B1 0.30 +0.02 -0.01
B2 -0.2 +0.1 -0.1
B3 -0.2 +0.2 -0.2
C 1.000 +0.002 -0.003
σ 0.040 +0.002 -0.002
the MCMC chains for the cosine model are overplotted
in red. For GU Psc b, a significant signal can be seen
by eye on the corrected light curve for 2014 October 11.
A similar amplitude, albeit of longer period also seems
visible on 2014 October 10, but this is not statistically
significant. The light curves of most comparison stars
appear less variable, by such an inspection. A notable
exception is the third epoch of star v.
4.5. Bayesian Information Criterion
The maximum likelihood for two models was com-
puted on the light curves of GU Psc b and the com-
parison stars in order to quantitatively assess the signif-
icance of the detection for GU Psc b at the third epoch.
Model 1, the cosine model, used Equation 1 with A fixed
to the median value from the MCMC analysis (7 degrees
of freedom, DOF). Model 2 hadA, P and t0 fixed to zero,
which is equivalent to fitting a flat line (a non-variable
model) to the data simultaneously with principle com-
ponents (5 DOF). The maximum likelihood was found
using the L-BFGS-B code (Zhu et al. 1997). This code is
a limited memory, quasi-Newton method that approxi-
mates the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm
(Press et al. 1992). The Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) was then computed for each star and each epoch
with n data points with 7 DOF for model 1 and 5 DOF
for model 2. The BIC penalizes model 1 for additional
DOF. The difference between models 1 and 2 was com-
puted. Figure 9 shows the ∆BIC=BIC1−BIC2 versus
amplitude for all stars at each epoch. Lower relative
values of the BIC indicate a preferred model. Accord-
ing to Kass & Raftery (1995), a |∆BIC| between 6 and
10 indicate that one model is “strongly” favored over
the other, while values above 10 means the best model
is ”very strongly” favored over the other. By far, the
greatest |∆BIC| (10.2) is found for GU Psc b on the
third epoch, which means the cosine (variable) model
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 4.2% is strongly pre-
ferred over the flat line (non-variable) in that case. No
10
Figure 7. Distributions of parameters (the amplitude A, the period P , the time offset t0, the scale of the three principal
components Bk, the constant C and the constant uncertainty σ) from the MCMC analysis of GU Psc b light curve on 2014
October 11. Scatter plots are produced for each pair of parameters and are a good diagnostic to reveal correlations between
model parameters. For example, the amplitude A is correlated with B2. Histograms of the parameter distributions are also
shown. They provide for each parameter a representation of the posterior distribution.
other star/epoch shows a variability of similar amplitude
at this significance level.
5. DISCUSSION
The high-precision photometry observations presented
here suggest that GU Psc b, a young planetary-mass
companion at the cool-end of the L/T transition, shows
tentative variability on one of the three epochs in which
it was observed (2014 October 11). The MCMC anal-
ysis suggests a variability with peak-to-peak amplitude
of 4 ± 1% on a timescale of ∼ 6 hr. If confirmed, this
would be among the first variability measurements of
a planetary-mass companion, GU Psc b being a rare
example that is amenable to such high-precision mea-
surements. The observed variability patterns (ampli-
tude, timescale, secular variability) of GU Psc b ap-
pear consistent with those observed for brown dwarfs
and planetary-mass objects. In the MCMC analysis, at
least one of the seven comparison stars, star v, seems
to vary significantly at the same epoch, on a shorter
timescale and with a slightly lower amplitude. Accord-
ing to the BIC criterion, in that case, the cosine model
11
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is also favored over the straight line. The comparison
stars, being randomly drawn in the field, are in all like-
lihood late-G, K or early M stars. Their i − z, i − J ,
z − J , and J −K colors, measured in WIRCam (Naud
et al. 2014) and SDSS data, are consistent with that. It
is thus plausible that the observed variability for com-
parison star v is also due to stellar variability (see, e.g.,
McQuillan et al. 2014).
Based on their Spitzer survey of 44 field and young
brown dwarfs, Metchev et al. (2015) confirmed that vari-
ability is widespread among L and T dwarfs, support-
ing the findings of Buenzli et al. (2014). They found
that 31% of their single T0–T8 were variable with peak-
to-peak amplitude between 0.2% and 4.6%, hence the
amplitude suggested here for GU Psc b is expected if
the mechanism at play in brown dwarfs extends to the
planetary-mass regime. Radigan et al. (2014) and Radi-
gan (2014) argue that strong variability is even more
prevalent for the L/T transition brown dwarfs, at the
limit of which GU Psc b lies.
It is not clear if young objects (often planetary-mass
companions) display a similar variability to single field
brown dwarfs. Metchev et al. (2015) suggested that in
the L dwarf regime, the variable low-gravity Ls could
have a higher variability amplitude than the variable
field L dwarfs. In accordance with this finding, most
of the field L dwarfs studied in the J band by Radigan
et al. (2014) are not variable above the ∼ 2% level. In
contrast, the young, late-L, free-floating planetary-mass
object PSO 318.5-22 was discovered to be variable with
an amplitude of 7–10% in the J band (Biller et al. 2015).
Another young planetary-mass companion, 2M 1207 b,
a mid= to late-L-type member of the TW Hya Associ-
ation (∼ 8 Myr; Gizis 2002; Chauvin et al. 2004), was
also recently found to be variable in the near-infrared
with an amplitude of 1.36% in the HST F125W (similar
to J band) and 0.78% in the F160W filters (similar to
H band; Zhou et al. 2016), as was the dusty L6 dwarf
W0047, which was found to be variable with a peak-
to-peak amplitude of 8% with the WFC3s G141 grism,
which covers 1.075–1.7µm (Lew et al. 2016).
In the T-dwarf regime, Metchev et al. (2015) did not
find an increased variability frequency or variability am-
plitude for young T dwarfs. They studied in the mid-
infrared two planetary-mass companions that bear some
similarities to GU Psc b. The T2.5 HN Peg B, near
the deuterium-burning limit, was found to be variable
with amplitudes of 0.77% and 1.1% in the [3.4] and [4.5]
filters, respectively, while the late T dwarf Ross 458
(AB) c showed no variability above 1.4% and 0.7% in
the same filters. Both companions are somewhat older
than GU Psc b but do not have ages that are very well
constrained (HN Peg B, 300 ± 200 Myr; Luhman et al.
2007; Leggett et al. 2008, Ross 458 (AB) c, 150–800 Myr,
Burgasser et al. 2010). It could, however, be expected
that the variability in the mid-infrared is smaller in am-
plitude than the variability in J band, where clouds
of different temperatures and the atmosphere are ex-
pected to show the greatest contrast (Ackerman & Mar-
ley 2001; Marley et al. 2002). For example, with simul-
taneous near-infrared and Spitzer mid-infrared observa-
tions, Yang et al. (2016) showed that the amplitude in
J band is two to three times higher than in the Spitzer
wavelength for SIMP 0136+0933. This could thus sug-
gest that HN Peg B would show variability in the J
band with an amplitude similar to that measured here
for GU Psc b. The fact that the T2.5 SIMP 0136+0933
has probably itself an age that is similar to GU Psc b
(around ∼ 200 Myr according to its plausible member-
ship in Carina-Near) is also interesting, since it is one of
the most variable objects known.
No high-significance periodic variability was detected
for the first two epochs, which were taken approximately
10 months and 1 day before the third epoch. Large-
scale evolution of weather patterns are suspected to
cause long-term changes in the light curve, which may
explain these findings. Most brown dwarfs monitored
to date show an evolution of their light curve. The
6 yr-monitoring of SIMP 0136 showed that its peak-to-
peak amplitude varied between ∼ 2% to more than 10%
(Metchev et al. 2013; Croll et al. 2016). Observations of
2MASS J2139 also suggest an evolution of its light curve
over periods of several weeks (Radigan et al. 2012). Nep-
tune, in the solar system, also shows a secular variability
(Simon et al. 2016). The fact that the variability ob-
served on 2014 October 11 is not seen on 2014 October
10 with the same significance is also something that can
be expected. Metchev et al. (2015) found that many
of their variable brown dwarfs showed an evolution of
their light curve over timescales of hours only. The T1
Luhman 16B also displays an important evolution from
night to night in the 12-day monitoring made with the
TRAPPIST telescope (Gillon et al. 2013).
The likely variability detected here could be explained
by rotation bringing features in and out of view. Brown
dwarfs are known to have relatively short rotation peri-
ods, between 2 and ∼ 20 hr (Metchev et al. 2015). The
Metchev et al. (2015) survey measured a period of 18 hr
for HN Peg B. GU Psc b could have a longer period be-
cause it is younger and thus has an inflated radius. For
giant exoplanets, rotation periods are still largely un-
known. Recently, near-infrared high-resolution spectro-
scopic observations of Snellen et al. (2014) allowed us to
measure an equatorial rotation velocity of Vspin = 25 km
s−1 for the 7 MJup exoplanet β Pictoris b. They as-
sumed that it has a 1.65 Jupiter radius, given that it is
a member of the young association β Pictoris (< 25 Myr,
Bonnefoy et al. 2013; Currie et al. 2013; Binks & Jeffries
14
2014; Malo et al. 2014). They estimate a rotation period
of about 8 hr. In another young association (TW Hya),
the young planetary-mass companion 2M1207b was re-
cently observed to vary with a period of 10.7 hr (Zhou
et al. 2016) and the free-floating planetary-mass object
PSO 318 allowed to constrain its period to >5 hr (Biller
et al. 2015). A period greater than ∼ 6 hr for GU Psc b
would thus not be surprising.
Longer observations will be needed to confirm the vari-
ability of GU Psc b and its periodic nature, and to even-
tually better constrain the rotation period. GU Psc b is
a prime target for long-term high-precision photometry
observation on 8 m class telescopes, Spitzer and JWST.
As GU Psc b seems to show variability in the J band,
it would also be interesting to search for variability in
other near-infrared or mid-infrared bands, as simultane-
ous observations in different bands allow to probe differ-
ent layers of the atmosphere (Buenzli et al. 2012; Apai
et al. 2013; Biller et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2016). GU Psc b
has a W2 = 15.41 (Naud et al. 2014), so according to the
typical performances achieved with Spitzer in Metchev
et al. (2015; see Figure 7), this instrument would be able
to detect a variability amplitude down to about 3− 4%
in the [4.5] band.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL FIGURES
Raw light curves, external parameter evolution, and
retained principal components for the first and second
epochs are shown in the Figures 10, 11 and 12.
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Figure 10. Variation of different external parameters for 2013 December 22 (top) and 2014 October 10 (bottom). The variation
of the x and y positions on the chip (median of all stars), FWHM, airmass, and sky level (ADU) are shown.
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Figure 11. Raw normalized light curves for GU Psc b (top curve), the median of comparison stars (middle) and the median of
all reference stars (bottom), for 2013 December 22 (top) and 2014 October 10 (bottom). GU Psc b and comparison star median
curves have been offset for clarity. For each date, a superposition of the three curves is also shown above the three curves.
GU Psc b is the black curve, with dot symbols, the median of the reference stars is the thick dark cyan line, and the median of
the comparison stars is the thin orange pale line.
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Figure 12. Most important principal components retained for for 2013 December 22 (top) and 2014 October 10 (bottom).
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